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Reactive Trajectory Generation in an Unknown

Environment
Kenan Cole, Adam M. Wickenheiser

Abstract—Autonomous trajectory generation for un-
manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in unknown environments
continues to be an important research area as UAVs
become more prolific. In this paper, we develop a trajec-
tory generation algorithm for a vehicle in an unknown
environment with wind disturbances, that relies only on
the vehicle’s on-board distance sensors and communication
with other vehicles within a finite region to generate a
collision-free trajectory that is continuous up to the fourth
derivative. The proposed trajectory generation algorithm
can be used in conjunction with high-level planners and
low-level motion controllers, as demonstrated. The algo-
rithm provides guarantees that the trajectory does not
violate the vehicle’s thrust limitation, sensor constraints,
or a user-defined clearance radius around other vehicles
and obstacles. Simulation results of a quadrotor moving
through an unknown environment with moving obstacles
demonstrates the trajectory generation performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

The push for autonomous and beyond-line-of-sight

(BLOS) operation of UAVs is becoming more of a

reality with improved sensors both commercially [1]

and academically [2]. Our research examines formations

of vehicles operating in unknown environments where

the vehicles may be required to move relative to or

independent of one another. Collision-free trajectory

generation to a goal position for each vehicle is the focus

of this paper.

There are several approaches for trajectory generation

in the presence of obstacles and/or vehicles, includ-

ing global planners, local and reactive planners, and

formation controllers. Global optimization techniques

are prevalent [3], [4], [5] because they can ensure

convergence on the goal position, assuming a known

environment. This is not possible for applications where

the environment is dynamic and unknown.

Local planners examine a shorter time window to

reduce the computational expense and can address ob-
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stacles that may not be known a priori [6], [7]. One

of the main drawbacks to the local planners is the lack

of an overall safety or convergence guarantee since the

optimization is occurring for short time windows for only

the closest obstacles.

Reactive controllers, which are a type of local planner,

employ algorithms that generate the trajectory directly

as the environment is sensed [8], [9], [10]. One draw-

back is that they do not guarantee smoothness of the

trajectory. This is problematic because vehicle thrust

constraints may be violated and higher derivatives may

not be bounded, which can violate vehicle controller

requirements.

Formation controllers can provide solutions for colli-

sion avoidance with other vehicles in a variety of ways

including global optimization where the environment

must be known [11], [12] or potential fields to guide

the vehicles [13]. In some cases avoidance is achieved

by navigating the entire formation around the obstacle(s)

[14], [15], [6]. For the present scenario, the formation

can be of varying size and distribution, which is more

similar to swarming behavior such as [16], which does

not discuss obstacle avoidance, or [17], which relies on a

distributed optimization to avoid obstacles and maintain

the formation. In our scenario we seek to use the same

trajectory generation for vehicles that have been re-

tasked and are no longer part of the formation, so the

avoidance must be applicable to obstacles and vehicles

alike.

In addition to collision avoidance, the vehicle’s phys-

ical limitations such as sensor range ([9], [8], [18]),

maximum velocity ([10], [9]), clearance radius ([6],

[10], [18], [8]), and turning rate ([18], [8]) must be

considered. All of these constraints impact the generation

of a feasible trajectory, and to date, no trajectory planner

accounts for all of these constraints simultaneously.

Similarly, none of the cases examined consider the

disturbance as input to the trajectory generation. Dis-

turbance inclusion is much more prevalent in vehicle

controllers to show ultimate bounded or asymptotic

stability [19], [20], [21], [22]. In order to achieve these

stability guarantees though, the controllers require that
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the desired trajectory higher derivatives exist and are

bounded. To meet these criteria, the control authority

to overcome the disturbance must also be considered.

Our goal is to address each of these areas: collision

avoidance in unknown environments, smooth trajectories

(and derivatives) that do not violate vehicle thrust or

sensor constraints, inclusion of the bounded disturbance,

and setting maximum velocity bounds. The problem

definition, properties, and assumptions are given in

Sec. II. The trajectory generation is defined in Sec. III,

describing the identification of potential collisions and

the algorithm to adjust heading/velocity to clear the

obstacle. Section IV provides the analysis for solving

the trajectory curve timespan and bounding the vehicle’s

maximum safe cruise velocity. Section V defines the

vehicle dynamics and controller for the simulation case

study presented in Sec. VI. Finally Sec. VII provides

concluding remarks.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We define a trajectory generation algorithm with the

following properties and assumptions for an environment

similar to Fig. 1.

A. Algorithm Properties

Property 1: Generation of a smooth desired trajectory

pd ∈ R
3 where p

(i)
d ∈ R

3, ∀i = 0, 1, . . . , n exist,

are bounded, and respect the vehicle’s maximum thrust,

fmax, for a translational disturbance of unknown direc-

tion and bounded magnitude, ||dp|| ≤ dp,max.

Property 2: Clearance of all obstacles and vehicles by

a user-defined clearance radius, rc, which takes into

account vehicle size, and measurement, estimation, and

tracking errors.

B. Algorithm Assumptions

Assumption 1: Vehicle desired trajectories and obsta-

cle motions are planar, but vehicle dynamics are not

restricted to be planar.

Assumption 2: Vehicles are finite in number and hetero-

geneous in physical parameters (mass, max thrust, etc)

and importance (i.e. higher valued asset).

Assumption 3: Vehicles sensor and communication

sample periods, ∆Ts = ∆Ta, and ranges, rs = ra are

finite, equal, and provide perfect information.

Assumption 4: Vehicles share current position and

heading information when in range using wireless com-

munications.

Assumption 5: Wind disturbances are bounded, time-

varying, and planar.

Fig. 1. Representative environment where a vehicle must navigate
around other vehicles and obstacles to reach a goal position (yellow
star). Two offset vectors, p+ and p− are shown to account for
the desired clearance radius, rc. The vehicle prioritizes the potential
collisions based on distance and heading angle.

Assumption 6: The clearance radius rc ensures there

are no aerodynamic interactions between one vehicle and

another or with obstacles.

Assumption 7: The obstacles are of finite size and

number, in plane, and move with constant velocity

(less than vehicle velocity) and heading. The obstacle

separation does not prevent the vehicles from moving

between them.

Assumption 8: Goal positions are not too close to

obstacles or each other to violate vehicle clearance radii

and are not infinitely far from the coordinate origin.

III. TRAJECTORY GENERATION

The trajectory generation algorithm starts with the

vehicle either at rest or heading towards the goal, pg,

at maximum cruise velocity, vc (see Sec. IV). As the

vehicle moves in the environment, it compiles its sensor

inputs to determine the most imminent threats to safety

and smoothly adjusts heading and/or velocity accord-

ingly. The vehicle only makes velocity adjustments when

there are potentially both vehicle and obstacle collisions.

A. Ranking Vehicles’ Maneuverability

When two or more vehicles come within communica-

tion range of each other, they exchanges cruise velocity,

vc, information to determine which vehicles maneuver

and which vehicles stay on course. In accordance with

Assumption 7, vehicles with larger vc maneuver around

vehicles with smaller vc. If the vehicles have the same

vc, then the vehicles are ranked by ID. Lower ID
values maneuver around vehicles with higher ID values,

forming the set IDmnvr ⊆ IDnear, where IDnear =
[ID1 · · · IDm] is the set of all vehicles within ra.
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B. Obstacle and vehicle collision identification

The vehicle uses distance and angle to determine the

most imminent threats to safety. We assume that the

sensor provides information equally in all directions.

The sensor output is a matrix of angles (relative to

vehicle heading) and distances to nearby obstacles. The

sensor scan information is used to distinguish different

obstacles, each of which is given a unique identifier,

ID, by the vehicle. The details of that algorithm are not

presented here, but the algorithm looks at discontinuities

in range and angle to separate the obstacles.

The inter-vehicle communications provide coordinate

positions, pj , velocity, ṗj , max cruise velocity, vc, and

ID. The information from the sensor and vehicles is

combined in one matrix, O, that tabulates the heading

and distance to all the sensed obstacle points and all

vehicles in IDmnvr. Equation 1 defines O, where other

vehicles and obstacles are both treated as obstacles:

O =
















θ1 r1 ID1

...
...

...

θn1
rn1

ID1

...
...

...

θn1+···+nk−1+1 rn1+···+nk−1+1 IDk

...
...

...

θn1+···+nk
rn1+···+nk

IDk
















(1)

To determine if there are obstacles along its current

heading that violate rc, the vehicle generates two offset

vectors parallel to ṗ, as shown in Fig. 1. The relative

heading angles to the sensed points from these offset

vectors are added to O to generate Oaug:

Oaug =




O,






θ+,1 θ−,1

...
...

θ+,n1+···+nk
θ−,n1+···+nk









 (2)

The vehicle uses Oaug to identify the IDs of the closest

sensed point, IDr, and the point most closely aligned to

the current or offset heading, IDθ.

C. Heading Change Definition

The obstacles (or vehicles) identified by IDr and IDθ

are used to determine the heading changes. Each obstacle

ID has a corresponding number of sensed points nIDr

and nIDθ
from Eq. 1. The analysis that follows is for

both IDr and IDθ, but for ease of notation, the r or θ
subscripts are removed.

The first determination is the circumnavigation di-

rection, zφ, which is held constant while traversing an

obstacle and minimizes heading change around obsta-

cles. It is defined as ±zI where zI is the inertial frame

Fig. 2. Circumnavigation direction, zφ , to minimize heading change.

z axis. The vehicle categorizes obstacles as “slow”,

vo ≤ Kovc, or “fast”, vo > Kovc where 0 < Ko < 1
is a user-defined variable and vo = ||ṗo|| is the obstacle

velocity magnitude. For stationary and “slow” moving

obstacles the circumnavigation direction is determined

by Eq. 3 and shown in Fig. 2. For avoiding “fast” mov-

ing obstacles, the vehicle goes behind them to reduce

unnecessarily lengthy maneuvers as defined in Eq. 4:

zφ,slow = sign ((pmin × ṗd) · zI) zI (3)

zφ,fast = sign ((ṗo × ṗd) · zI) zI (4)

Next, the vehicle examines the current, po,i, and

projected (if obstacle velocity has been estimated), p′
o,i,

obstacle positions relative to the vehicle. The projected

obstacle position is given by Eq. 5 and the distances

to the current and projected obstacle points is given in

Eq. 6:

p′
o,i = ṗo,i∆Ts + po,i (5)

ri,j = ||ri,j || = ||po,i − pd|| (6)

where i = 1, · · · , nID and j = 1, 2. The vehicle defines
the heading change as (see Fig. 3)

∆φl =















max
i,j

(

cos−1
(

(ph,i,j−pd)·ṗd

||ph,i,j−pd|| ||ṗd||

))

, zφ = zI

min
i,j

(

cos−1
(

(ph,i,j−pd)·ṗd

||ph,i,j−pd|| ||ṗd||

))

, zφ = −zI

(7)

where l = r, θ and

ph,i,j = pd + ph,i,jRφh,i,j
ri,j (8)

φh,i,j = sin−1 rc
ri,j

(9)

ph,i,j =
√

(ri,j)2 − r2c (10)

where Rφh,i,j
is the rotation matrix for a φh,i,j rotation

about zI . The circumnavigation direction for ∆φl is

z∆φl
= sign ((ṗd × (ph − pd)) · zI) zI (11)

This produces two candidate heading changes, ∆φr and

∆φθ . The third candidate heading change is to the goal

position as given by Eq. 12, where the circumnavigation

direction is given by Eq. 13:

∆φg = cos−1

(
(pg − pd) · ṗd

||pg − pd|| ||ṗd||

)

(12)

zφ,g = sign ((ṗd × (pg − pd)) · zI) zI (13)
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Fig. 3. Determination of ∆φ for all the sensed obstacle points.

The three candidate heading changes are used to deter-
mine the actual heading change in Eq. 14, and Figure 4
shows two example cases. The conditions in Eq. 14 are
evaluated in sequence.

∆φ =


























∆φg, ||pd − pg || < min
i

(ri,1)

max (∆φr,∆φθ,∆φg) , zφ,r = zφ,θ = zI

min (∆φr,∆φθ,∆φg) , zφ,r = zφ,θ = −zI

∆φr, ∆φmin > ∆φmax

∆φg, ∆φmin ≤ ∆φg ≤ ∆φmax

argmin (|∆φr|, |∆φθ|) , otherwise
(14)

where rstop is

∆φmin = ∆φr, ∆φmax = ∆φθ, for zφ,r = zI (15)

∆φmin = ∆φθ, ∆φmax = ∆φr, for zφ,r = −zI (16)

For cases where zφ,r = zφ,θ and the maximum

heading change corresponds to an obstacle (i.e. not other

vehicles or the goal position), the vehicle also determines

if an additional heading change is necessary to match

its component velocity in the direction of the obstacle

velocity to vo. The vehicle uses ∆φl from Eq. 7 to

determine the magnitude of the vehicle velocity in the

direction of the obstacle velocity, vvo:

ṗ′
d = R∆φl

ṗd (17)

vvo = ṗ′
d ·

ṗo

||ṗo||
(18)

where R∆φl
is the rotation matrix for a ∆φl rotation

about zI . If vvo < ||ṗo|| the vehicle adjusts heading by

∆φvo:

∆φvo = sin−1

( ||ṗo||
||ṗ′

d||

)

− sin−1

(
vvo
||ṗ′

d||

)

(19)

This heading change, ∆φvo, is then added to ∆φl to

produce new the candidate headings:

∆φ′
l = (zI · z∆φl

)∆φl +
(
zI · z∆φvo,l

)
∆φvo,l (20)

where l = r, θ, and the overall circumnavigation direc-

tions, zφ,r and zφ,θ , are the circumnavigation directions

of the larger heading change angle, ∆φ′
l or ∆φvo,l. The

vehicle uses ∆φ′
l in Eq. 14 for the two cases where

zφ,r = zφ,θ to determine the final ∆φ.

Fig. 4. Example heading change scenarios. (A) The circumnavigation
directions are equal so the max or min can be taken. (B) Both ∆φr

and ∆φθ satisfy the ∆φmin and ∆φmax constraints. To minimize
heading change, ∆φ = argmin (|∆φr|, |∆φθ|).

D. Smooth heading and velocity transitions

The trajectory generation utilizes sigmoid functions

to transition from the current heading, φ, and velocity,

v = ||ṗd||, to a new heading, φn, and velocity, vn. The

hyperbolic tangent function, (tanh), is chosen for its

widespread use in generating smooth transitions [23]:

φ = c1 tanh(c2τ − c3) + c4 (21)

v = d1 tanh(d2τ − d3) + d4 (22)

where ci and di are coefficients to be determined and

τ is the sigmoid curve time (see Sec. IV). The desired

velocity vector is then

ṗd =

[
v cosφ
v sinφ

]

(23)

The coefficients can be solved analytically by con-

sidering the following assumptions: (1) each sigmoid

function occurs over the time interval τ = 0 to τ = τf ,

and (2) since tanh asymptotically approaches -1 and 1,

these are approximated by, -ε1 and ε1, (where we use

|ε1| = 1 − 10−3 to minimize error (< 1%) and reduce

τf ). The coefficient solutions are summarized as:

c3 = d3 = tanh−1 −ε1 = 3.8 (24)

c2 = d2 = 2c3/τfn = 7.6/τfn (25)

c1 = c4 = 0.5∆φn (26)

d1 = d4 = 0.5∆vn (27)

The sigmoid curves are summed during navigation

so that the vehicle continues to utilize the most recent

sensor information. In order to respect the vehicle thrust
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Fig. 5. (A) The sigmoid curve “slope” is approximated linearly. (B)
Three sigmoid functions are summed together where the “slopes” of
curves n− 1 and n match the slope of n− 2. The resulting function
does not violate amax .

limitation, successive sigmoid curves match the slope of

the previous sigmoid as estimated by a linear approxima-

tion as shown in Fig. 5. This concept is further defined

in Theorem 1 of Sec. IV.

IV. TRAJECTORY GUARANTEES

To guarantee the vehicle can navigate safely in the

environment, we present Theorems 1 and 2, which define

the sigmoid curve timespan and bound the maximum

velocity, respectively.

To aid theorem development we define the available

planar force (assumption 1) and the drag force:

fplanar =
√

f2
max − (mg)2 (28)

fw = Kd||vw||2(−xW ) (29)

Kd =
1

2
ρCDAxW

(30)

where m is the vehicle mass, g is gravity, vw = ṗ−vair

is the resistive wind velocity between the vehicle and the

air, xW is the wind frame axis aligned with vw, ρ is the

air density, CD is the coefficient of drag, and AxW
is the

cross sectional area normal to the resultant drag velocity

vector.

Theorem 1. Let τf for the nth sigmoid be defined as

τf,n =







2c3
amax

√
Straj , ti ≥ to,n−1 + τf,n−1

√

2c3
√

Straj

hn−1

, ti < to,n−1 + τf,n−1

(31)

where ti is the current time, to,n−1 is the previous
sigmoid curve offset (Eq. 32), hn−1 is the approxi-
mated linear slope of the previous sigmoid (Eq. 33),
vw,max = max(vi, vi + ∆v) + vair , vi is the current

velocity, and Straj is a term of the heading and velocity
change variables (Eq. 52):

to,n = max(ti, to,n−1 +Kn−1τf,n−1) (32)

hn =

{ amax

(1−K)τf,n
, ti ≥ to,n−1 + τf,n−1

hn−1, ti < to,n−1 + τf,n−1
(33)

amax = 1/m
(

fplanar −Kdv
2
w,max

)

(34)

Straj = (c1(d1H + d4)(1−H2))2 + (d1(1−H2))2 (35)

where H is the real solution to

− 3c21d
2
1H

3 − 5c21d1d4H
2+

(−2c21d
2
4 + d21c

2
1 − 2d21)H + d1d4c

2
1 = 0 (36)

that satisfies |H | < ε1 and K = 0.5(tanh−1(H)/c3+1).
Then, for this solution for τf , the vehicle trajectory

does not violate fmax in the presence of a bounded

disturbance vair that satisfies vair <
√

fplanar/Kd.

Proof. The sigmoid curve timespan is constrained by the

vehicle’s maximum thrust. The planar force is defined as

fplanar = mp̈+ fw (37)

where the maximum magnitude of fplanar will be when

p̈ and fw are aligned. Each term will be maximized

independently which gives a conservative solution for

τf . Using Eqs. 23, 29, and 37, we write the following

inequality

||fplanar || ≥ m

√

v2φ̇2 + v̇2 +Kdv
2
w,max (38)

where vw,max = max (vi, vi +∆v) + vair, and vi is

the current velocity. The maximum acceleration from the

trajectory will be where
d||p̈d||

dt
= 0. This is expanded as

follows:

d||p̈d||
dt

= 0 (39)

d

dt

√

v2φ̇2 + v̇2 = 0 (40)

v2φ̇φ̈+ φ̇2vv̇ + v̇v̈ = 0 (41)

Equation 41 is given in terms of the heading and velocity,

but since τf is not known the heading and velocity are

also not known. We introduce two new variables, K and

H , to simplify notation and facilitate a solution. First,

τmax = Kτf , where 0 ≤ K ≤ 1 and τmax is the

value of τ where ||p̈d|| is maximum. Typically K will be

around 0.5. Second, H defines the common tanh term

in each sigmoid function at the maximum value. The

relationships are given as follows:
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H = tanh(c2τ − c3) = tanh(d2τ − d3) (42)

= tanh

(
2c3
τf

Kτf − c3

)

(43)

= tanh (c3(2K − 1)) (44)

K =
1

2

(
tanh−1 H

c3
+ 1

)

(45)

Now the sigmoid functions can be substituted into Eq. 41
and simplified as follows:

v2φ̇φ̈+ φ̇2vv̇ + v̇v̈ = 0
(46)

(d1H + d4)
2
(

c1c2(1−H2)
) (

−2c1c
2
2H(1−H2)

)

+
(

c1c2(1−H2)
)2

(d1H + d4))
(

d1d2(1−H2)
)

+
(

d1d2(1−H2)
) (

−2d1d
2
2H(1−H2)

)

= 0
(47)

−3c21d
2
1H

3 − 5c21d1d4H
2+

(−2c21d
2
4 + d21c

2
1 − 2d21)H+

d1d4c
2
1 = 0

(48)

The final result in Eq. 48 is a third order polynomial

in H . Since all the coefficients are known, the roots can

be determined. To be a solution, the roots must be real

and satisfy |H | < ε1.

It should also be noted that the definition for d4
is modified from the sigmoid coefficient definition in

Eq. 27 for this proof to include the current velocity

d4 = vi +
1

2
∆v (49)

We now have relationships for the most aggressive

part of the trajectory. Next, the drag term is considered

where the maximum is:

vw,max = max (vi, vi +∆v) + vair (50)

To facilitate the solution for τf we also define

amax =
1

m

(
fplanar −Kdv

2
w,max

)
(51)

Straj = (c1(d1H + d4)(1 −H2))2 + (d1(1−H2))2

(52)

Utilizing the solution of H from Eq. 48, the sigmoid

function definitions, and Eqs. 50, 51, and 52, we re-

examine Eq. 37, and make the following substitutions

fplanar ≥ m

√

v2φ̇2 + v̇2 +Kdv
2
w,max (53)

a2max ≥ c22Straj (54)

τf,n ≥ 2c3
amax

√

Straj (55)

Equation 55 is utilized to maximize the planar thrust.

It is therefore only appropriate when previous sigmoid

curves have already completed. When the current sig-

moid function is being summed with previous sigmoid

functions that have not yet finished, a linear approxi-

mation of the previous sigmoid curve slope is used to

determine the maximum acceleration and defined as

hn =

{ amax

(1−K)τf,n
, ti ≥ to,n−1 + τf,n−1

hn−1, ti < to,n−1 + τf,n−1
(56)

If the current sigmoid matches the slope of the pre-

vious sigmoid, then the maximum thrust will not be

exceeded. The maximum acceleration for the current

sigmoid is a function of the previous sigmoid slope and

τf,n and defined by

amax,n = hn−1τf,n (57)

Substituting Eq. 57 into Eq. 55 and simplifying pro-

duces the following

τf,n ≥ 2c3
hn−1τf,n

√

Straj (58)

τ2f,n ≥ 2c3
hn−1

√

Straj (59)

τf,n ≥
√

2c3
hn−1

√

Straj (60)

The two solutions for τf,n are summarized in Eq. 31.

Theorem 2. Let the vehicle’s maximum cruise velocity

be defined as
vc = min (vc,v, vc,s) (61)

where vc,v is the minimum real, positive solution of
(

m

rmin

+Kd

)

v2c,v+2Kdvairvc,v+v2air−fplanar = 0 (62)

and vc,s is solved simultaneously with the sigmoid curve
timespan, τf , from the following two equations:
∫ τf

0

vc,s sinφ(t)dt ≤ rs − rc − vo,maxτf − vc,s∆Ts (63)

τf =







c3m∆φ2vc
fplanar−Kd(vc+vair)

2 + 1
2
τf,1, 2∆Ts ≥ τf,1

√

c3mτf,1∆φ2vc

2(fplanar−Kd(vc+vair)
2)

+ 1
2
τf,1, 2∆Ts < τf,1

(64)

where the minimum turn radius, rmin is user or vehi-
cle defined, vo,max is the expected maximum obstacle
velocity, and

∆φ1 = cos−1

(

rs −∆Ts(vo,max − vc,s)

rs

)

+ sin−1

(

rc
rs

)

(65)

∆φ2 = π/2 + sin−1 (vo,max/vc,s)−∆φ1 (66)

τf,1 =
c3m∆φ1vc,s

fplanar −Kd(vc,s + vair)2
(67)

Then, for this solution for vc the vehicle does not violate

fmax when making a turn of radius rt ≥ rmin for a

bounded disturbance vair applied in any direction that

satisfies vair <
√
fplanar/Kd.
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Proof. The first constraint on vc is due to the vehicle

thrust limitations. The maximum values for each of the

components in Eq. 68 are considered.

fd = mg+RWIfw +

mp̈
︷ ︸︸ ︷

fn + ft (68)

The worst case drag force, fw,max occurs when the

vehicle is traveling at vc into the wind. Likewise, the

maximum normal force occurs for the vehicle’s tightest

turning radius rmin. Finally, because the vehicle is at

its maximum cruise velocity, ft,max = 0. The maximum

values of each of the components are summarized in

Eqs. 69 to 71.

fw,max =
1

2
ρCDAxW

v2w−max = Kdv
2
w−max (69)

fn,max = m
v2c

rmin

(70)

ft,max = 0 (71)

where vw,max = vc + vair and we assume that the area

normal to xW , AxW
, and the drag coefficient, CD are

known.

The planar force vector is defined by

fplanar = fn + fw (72)

where the maximum magnitude of fplanar occurs when

fn and fw are aligned:

||fplanar|| ≥
mv2c
rmin

+Kd (vc + vair)
2

(73)

Equation 73 is equivalent to Eq. 62.

Since Eq. 62 is a quadratic in vc, we can write

avcv
2
c + bvcvc + cvc = 0 (74)

avc =
m

rmin

+Kd (75)

bvc = 2Kdvair (76)

cvc = Kdv
2
air − fplanar (77)

The roots are then

vc =
−bvc ±

√

b2vc − 4avccvc
2avc

(78)

The solution for vc must be real and positive which

means b2vc−4avccvc ≥ 0 and −bvc+
√

b2vc − 4avccvc >
0. Re-arranging these two inequalities gives

4avccvc ≤ b2vc (79)

4avccvc < 0 (80)

which shows that the second inequality is the more

restrictive constraint. Since avc > 0, Eq. 80 reduces to

cvc ≤ 0. Solving for vair gives

cvc ≤ 0 (81)

Kdv
2
air − fplanar ≤ 0 (82)

vair ≤
√

fplanar
Kd

(83)

The second constraint on vc is due to sensor lim-

itations. We consider a vehicle traveling towards an

obstacle where the velocity vector of the vehicle is

opposite the velocity vector of the obstacle. In the worst

case scenario the vehicle is rs+ε away from the obstacle

and thus does not sense it. After ∆Ts the sensor will

identify the obstacle and a heading change determined.

The heading change is

∆φ1 = cos−1

(
rs −∆Ts(vo,max + vc)

rs

)

+ sin−1 rc
rs
(84)

After 2∆Ts the vehicle makes an estimate of the

obstacle velocity and determines the remaining heading

change to match the component of the vehicle velocity

in the obstacle’s direction to the obstacle velocity. This

heading change is

∆φ2 = π/2 + sin−1

(
vo
vc

)

−∆φ1 (85)

Since the minimum distance between the vehicle and

obstacle monotonically approaches rc, the following

inequality must hold
∫ τf

0

vc sinφ(t)dt ≤ rs − vo,maxτf − vc∆Ts − rc (86)

when Eq. 86 is re-arranged it is equivalent to Eq. 63. This

equation has two unknowns in vc and τf . The solution

for τf is dependent on Eq. 31. For the initial heading

change, t ≥ to,n−1 + Kn−1τf,n−1 since there is no

n− 1 sigmoid curve. Additionally since ∆v = 0, Straj

simplifies to (c1d4)
2 = (c1vc)

2. Since vc is unknown,

amax = 1/m(fplanar −Kd(vc + vair)
2). Eq. 31 can be

simplified as:

τf =
2c3mc1vc

fplanar −Kd(vc + vair)2
(87)

Substituting Eq. 26 into Eq. 87 gives the initial timespan

as

τf,1 =
c3m∆φ1vc

fplanar −Kd(vc + vair)2
(88)

The second sigmoid heading change of ∆φ2 will also

be solved by Eq. 31, but it is unknown whether τf,1 ≥
2∆Ts. If it is not, then:

hn−1 =
1/m(fplanar −Kd(vc + vair)

2)

1/2τf,1
(89)
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and the sigmoid curve timespan is defined as

τf =
{ c3m∆φ2vc

fplanar−Kd(vc+vair)2
+ 1

2τf,1, 2∆Ts ≥ τf,1
√

c3mτf,1∆φ2vc
2(fplanar−Kd(vc+vair)2)

+ 1
2τf,1, 2∆Ts < τf,1

(90)

Equations 86 and 90 must be solved simultaneously for

vc and τf .

Once both constraints have been considered, the cruise

velocity is the minimum value as defined by Eq. 61.

A. Goal Position Convergence

The vehicle continues to head towards the goal posi-

tion, pg , and once ||ṗg|| = 0, the vehicle reaches the

goal position in finite time. We define eφg
= φg − φ as

the error in the heading angle towards the goal position

and rg as the distance to the goal position. The following

statements can be made:

1) When the vehicle starts moving it is headed to-

wards the goal position, eφg
= 0, and is some

distance, rg > 0 away.

2) The vehicle maneuvers around obstacles and other

vehicles and from Assumption 7, |eφg
| > 0 for a

finite time. Once the obstacles have been cleared

eφg
→ 0 and rg → 0.

V. VEHICLE AND CONTROLLER

The vehicle dynamics for a quadrotor are given in

Eqs. 91 and 92. Equation 91 is written in the inertial

frame, and Eq. 92 is written in the body frame:

mp̈ = f +mg + dp (91)

Jω̇ = ω × Jω + u+RIBdω (92)

where f is the total thrust, dp is the translational dis-

turbance (including drag), J is the vehicle moment of

inertia, ω̇ is the rotational acceleration, u is the total

torque, RIB is the rotation matrix from the inertial to

body frame, and dω is the rotational disturbance. The

control inputs are the vehicle force, f , and torque, u.

The vehicle dynamics also include aerodynamic ef-

fects on the propellers like thrust reduction from pro-

peller inflow velocity [24] and blade flapping [25].

The vehicle controller uses an inner- and outer-loop

control similar to [26], [27] where the outer loop controls

translation and the inner loop controls rotation. The outer

loop uses a nonlinear robust integral of the sign of the

error (RISE) controller [22] (Eqs. 93 to 95) and the inner

loop uses PID control [27] (Eq. 96):

f = (ks + 1)e2 − (ks + 1)e2(0) + ν (93)

ν̇ = (ks + 1)α2e2 + βsign(e2) (94)

e2 = ė1 + α1(pd − p) (95)

u = kpqd + ki

∫

qddt+ kdq̇d (96)

where ks > 0 and α2 > 1/2 are translational control

gains, and kp, ki, kd > 0 are PID control gains for

desired Euler angles, qd, determined from f .

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

To demonstrate the algorithm capabilities, we show a

scenario where two vehicles navigate into a building to

different goal positions. There is a bounded mean wind

disturbance of 2 m/s outside the building, a transition

zone on entering the building, and no wind inside.

The wind field uses the Von Kármán power spectral

density and is spatially correlated [28]. Both vehicles

have the same parameters: fmax = 10.2N, m = 0.54kg,

J = diag([0.0017, 0.0017, 0.0031]) kg/m2, Cd = 1.7,

rs = 10m, ∆Ts = 1s, rc = 2m, and Axw
= 0.2m2.

The maximum cruise velocity for both vehicles is solved

from Theorem 2 as vc = 1.83 m/s, and from Sec. III-A

vehicle 1 maneuvers around vehicle 2. Figure 6 shows

an overview of the vehicles’ trajectories, Fig. 7 shows

snapshots of vehicle navigation, and Fig. 8 shows smooth

heading changes.

The vehicle clears the obstacle by greater than rc, and

the thrust constraint is not violated. The computation

time to take the sensor input and generate a trajectory

is approximately 0.5 seconds for > 160 sensor points

when run on a laptop computer (Matlab 2015b, 2.8GHz

processor, 8 GB RAM). It is expected that the computa-

tion time would be significantly reduced if implemented

as compiled code.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The trajectory generator presented navigates a vehicle

in an unknown environment while avoiding obstacles and

other vehicles and respecting the vehicle’s physical lim-

itations. The vehicle uses its sensor and communication

inputs to compute heading changes to avoid obstacles

by a prescribed distance. The sigmoid functions used to

transition heading and velocity provide smooth motion

and incorporate the heading changes from each sensor

update by matching the sigmoid slopes and summing

the curves. Similarly, the vehicle incorporates the esti-

mated wind disturbance, thrust limitations, and sensor
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Fig. 6. Overview of vehicles moving into a building in the presence
of a bounded wind disturbance (shown here at one instance in time).
The vehicles clear all obstacles by rc and do not violate fmax.

Fig. 7. Snapshots of the vehicle maneuvering in the environment. (A)
The vehicle navigates through a window or door in the building. (B)
The vehicle identifies the next obstacle to maneuver around. (C) The
vehicle has a clear line to the goal position, safely clearing the obstacle.

Fig. 8. Smooth heading changes for the vehicle as it navigates an
unknown environment at vc . (A) Initial adjustment on detection of the
obstacle, (B) Heading change to come through the building opening
(C) Heading adjustment for the circular obstacle, and (D) Heading
change toward goal position.

constraints to solve for the sigmoid curve time intervals

and bound the maximum safe cruise velocity. The sim-

ulation demonstrates these properties, showing smooth

transitions and respecting maximum required force.

The trajectory generation presented could be extended

to 3D motions by rotating the plane in which the vehicle

traverses, or combining the planar motion described with

a separate altitude trajectory. The thrust required for al-

titude adjustment could be accounted for independently,

thus reducing the thrust available for planar motion. The

combination of the planar and altitude trajectories would

produce a 3D trajectory that respects the thrust con-

straints. Additional areas for exploration include relaxing

the assumption of perfect sensor information, including

rotational disturbances, and incorporating this trajectory

generator into a higher level formation controller.
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